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Preface

This monograph is a by-product of my doctoral dissertation. Although its
content has been slightly transformed, its general approach and goals have
remained the same: to offer a critical analysis of NATO within the field of
Security Studies that engages with the connection between civilisation and
individuals. Globally, the book provides an alternative reflection on the
history of the Atlantic Alliance that is articulated around the psychosocial
processes underlying the establishment of prevailing meanings in contemporary international security, that is, prevailing referent objects of security.
Deeply inspired by the Braudelian notion of “unconscious history”, it
questions to what extent the seemingly natural evolution of NATO’s referent object of security—what it aims at securing—may be framed by
unconscious processes. By doing so, this work introduces the epistemological importance of an unconscious dimension to understand meaning
formation and behaviour change in international security. In this sense,
the role of perceptions, meaning formation, discursive representations and
symbols is enhanced.
This research arises from the need to better understand the deepest
behavioural and psychosocial implications of civilisation for security, in
order to outline a critical view of discursive uses of civilisation by contemporary political actors, especially by NATO. In this context, the unconscious connections between civilisation and security, that is, all that lies
silently in the normality of an apparent progressive evolution, allows us to
critically challenge the prevailing contemporary assumption that Western
security has evolved according to a sense that social relations follow a stable and linear evolution among essentially identical units. To that end, not
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only does the book follow a long duration approach that allows for the
historicisation and genealogical development of the idea of civilisation that
is at the core of the Alliance, as it also interconnects human needs, narratives, and security arrangements throughout its evolution.
In all, the book seeks to contribute to critical security studies with two
novel conceptual formulations: the “Civilised Subject of Security” and the
“Individualisation of Security”. The Civilised Subject of Security presupposes that the Western civilisation has consisted of a psychosocial process
constantly producing civilised and secure subjects around the world. This
conceptualisation encloses an unconscious dimension related to the ontological need individuals have for security, which draws on deep psychological and symbolic reasons, and without which they cannot be produced
and reproduced as civilised subjects across space and time. Thus, this
unconscious dimension of Western civilised subjects has been the thread
holding the timeless meanings and perceptions of security that enables the
West to dominate international security. The Civilised Subject of Security
not only allows drawing the lines upon which to look at civilisation in a
deeply critical way, as it also allows coping with the complex relations connecting the individuals’ sense of identity, security perception, and broader
social processes.
As for the Individualisation of Security, it is advanced as a transformative process of post-Cold War international security, through which
Western civilisation has been upheld and continued in the field of international security. Thus, individual-centred security policies have been enacted
as part of the civilising process of non-Western states, because they have
sought to instil specific transformations of behaviour and security rationales that aim at producing secure civilised subjects out of the original
North-Atlantic area. The Individualisation of Security has indeed produced an international discourse of discipline and normalisation, according to which a conduct that is respective of individuals should be natural
for all states. For these reasons, the Individualisation of Security illustrates
the extension of the civilising power through international organisations
and, therefore, can be considered as another stage of the civilising process
coming from the West. This is supported by a substantial discussion of
NATO’s military operations in Bosnia, Kosovo and Afghanistan.
My first acknowledgement goes to André Barrinha, for believing this
project was possible, pushing me to go forward with it, and for his overall
guidance since the beginning of the writing of the dissertation that originated the book. For all this, he will always have my deepest gratitude.
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inspired me. I am also grateful for the advice, recommendations, and
encouragement of the members of my doctoral jury, who also contributed to this endeavour with their generous enthusiasm.
I would like to thank the two anonymous reviewers at Palgrave
Macmillan, whose comments on the earlier drafts of the book allowed me
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